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Abstract—Stealing confidential information from a database
has become a severe vulnerability issue for web applications.
The attacks can be prevented by defining a whitelist of SQL
queries issued by web applications and detecting queries not in
list. For large-scale web applications, automated generation of
the whitelist is conducted because manually defining numerous
query patterns is impractical for developers. Conventional
methods for automated generation are unable to detect attacks
immediately because of the long time required for collecting
legitimate queries. Moreover, they require application-specific
implementations that reduce the versatility of the methods. As
described herein, we propose a method to generate a whitelist
automatically using queries issued during web application
tests. Our proposed method uses the queries generated during
application tests. It is independent of specific applications,
which yields improved timeliness against attacks and versatility
for multiple applications.

1. Introduction
Attacks exploiting web application vulnerability are occurring continually. Confidential information of services
such as personal information is leaked because of the attacks
[1], [2]. The attacks are caused by executing illegal queries
to the database, which are not unexpected by application
developers. To prevent this outcome, illegal queries must be
detected before they are executed in the database.
Applying detection methods used for network attack
detection [3], [4] is a common practice for detecting illegal
database queries. Two categories of methods are common
for detecting illegal queries: using a blacklist and a whitelist
[5]. In a blacklist method, developers define the known
illegal patterns in the blacklist. The matched queries are
detected. The blacklist method is useful in other web applications as common illegal patterns because the blacklist
defines specific strings of SQL used for attacks. However,
defining illegal patterns requires broad and detailed knowledge about the attacks. A lack of developer’s knowledge
causes incompleteness in the definition of the list. Even if all
the illegal patterns were definable, unexpected illegal queries
that are not defined in the blacklist would not be detectable
[6].

When using a whitelist method, the whitelist defines the
queries issued by the web application. Queries not on the
whitelist are detected. The whitelist method can detect a
completely unexpected illegal query that is issued. However,
the developers must define the whitelist for each web application because the queries issued mutually differ. We have
chosen to pursue the whitelist method because detecting
illegal queries to the greatest extent possible is fundamentally important to satisfy the goal of our research, which
is to protect confidential information in a web application
database.
A related work [7] proposes a non-automatic generation of a whitelist of queries issued by a web application,
conducted by the developers. This non-automatic generation method, however, imposes an impractical burden on
developers. The number of queries issued by the largescale and complex web application is enormous. Developers
must grasp all queries issued by the web application. In
addition, as the queries issued by web application change
with updating of the web application, the developer must
update the whitelist according to those changes. Another
related work [8], [9] proposes a method of generating the
whitelist of queries issued by the web application automatically to reduce the burden on the developer. We note two
shortcomings associated with these methods: (1) the illegal
queries cannot be detected using a whitelist immediately
after the start-up of the web application because generation
of the whitelist requires queries generated by the user input;
and (2) each web application requires a separate method
because of differences of implementation.
This study examines an automatic whitelist generation
method using queries issued during the development testing
phase, where developers maintain the test code following
changes of the target web application. The method reduces developer burdens for implementing countermeasures
against illegal queries. Furthermore, the proposed method
solve the shortcommings of conventional methods. The
proposed method can detect illegal queries from the startup of the web application by incorporating a generated
whitelist at the testing phase. A database proxy placed in
front of a database collects the queries necessary to generate
the whitelist. The collected queries are converted into the
query structures replacing the literals inside the queries
with the placeholders. The structures are registered in the

whitelist. Collecting queries with the database proxy enable
whitelist generation independent of the web application implementation. Because the whitelist is generated by queries
during testing phase, the queries detected using the proposed
method are queries that were not issued during testing. The
detected queries include illegal queries.
The remainder of the paper is organized as explained
below. First, we summarize issues related to generating a
whitelist of queries issued by the web application in section
2. We describe the development process with the whitelist.
The detection characteristics and the architecture of the
proposed method are discussed in section 3. In section 4, we
evaluate the detection accuracy of the whitelist generated using the proposed method. Then we discuss the effectiveness
of the proposed method in section 5. Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2. Issues of whitelist generation
A method exists for manual creation of a whitelist of
queries issued by a web application, which is conducted by
the developer [7]. A query structure that replaces literals of
the query with placeholders is registered in the whitelist because they are issued by a web application change depending
on the user’s input [10]. Therefore, the developer specifies
all processes of issuing a query from the web application
source code and registers the query structure in the whitelist.
Generating a whitelist without using an automatic
method imposes a burden on the developer. Because web
applications become larger and more complicated as development progress, the number of queries issued by a web
application increases. Consequently, the number of queries
that the developer must grasp becomes enormous, making
whitelist generation difficult. To maintain detection accuracy
of the whitelist, a developer must update the whitelist according to changes of queries issued by the web application.
A developer frequently updates the whitelist because queries
issued by a web application is changed by updating the web
application frequently [11].
Furthermore, when object-relational mapping (ORM)
[12] is used to implement the web application, the developer is less aware of the queries issued by the application.
Actually, ORM provides a function to associate records in
a database and objects in object-oriented languages. Furthermore, ORM allows the developer to handle records in
the database as objects. Developers using ORM rarely write
an SQL statement in this case. For example, when using
Ruby on Rails [13] as the web application framework for
implementing a web application, ActiveRecord [14] is used
as the ORM. A record in the database is associated with
a Ruby class object by ActiveRecord. The developer can
describe the process of issuing an SQL query with Ruby
code. Table 1 shows correspondence between Ruby code
and SQL query when the class object User is associated
with the records of the table users in the database. When
using ORM for implementation of the web application, it is
difficult for the developer to understand the issued queries
because they can extract data from the database using an

TABLE 1. E XAMPLE OF SQL QUERY ISSUED BY RUBY CODE
Ruby code
SQL query

User.find(1)
SELECT * FROM users WHERE
(users.id = 1) LIMIT 1

object. Generating a whitelist without an automated method
is unsuitable for development of the web application using
ORM because understanding the SQL queries increases the
developer workload. These facts demonstrate that generating
whitelist without a burden on the developer is required.

2.1. Generating a whitelist using issued queries
A method that generates a whitelist by collecting queries
issued by the web application when it is running has been
proposed [8], [15]. The collected queries are converted into
the query structure and are registered in the whitelist. That
method can generate the whitelist automatically when the
web application is running. This method has a learning
phase for collecting queries and generating the whitelist. It
also has a detection phase for detection using the whitelist.
Illegal queries cannot be detected during the learning phase
because the whitelist has not been generated yet. Therefore,
the method cannot immediately detect illegal queries after
the web application is running.
For a web application having a high update frequency, a
learning phase is frequently required, so that a period during
which detection cannot be performed each time occurs.
Generating a whitelist should be done before running the
web application because generating a whitelist after running
it causes a period during which an illegal query cannot be
detected. That method can create a whitelist from query
logs of web applications collected in the past. However,
generating a whitelist by query logs cannot update the
whitelist correctly according to changes of queries when the
web application is updated because the query log includes
queries that came to be newly issued and queries that ceased
to be issued after the web application was updated.

2.2. Generating a whitelist using static analysis
A method that generates a whitelist by analyzing the
process of query issuance in the web application source
code has been proposed [9]. This method can detect illegal
queries immediately after the web application is running
because it generates a whitelist before it runs. Because the
analysis process of the source code depends on the language
or web application framework used for the implementation,
it is necessary to implement it for each application. Various
implementation languages such as PHP, Ruby, and web
application frameworks are used to develop web applications. Consequently, some web applications are developed
with different implementation. In this case, a method that
depends on the web application implementation is unsuitable
because it requires implementation for each. Some method
that is independent of the web application implementation
is required to resolve this issue.

Figure 1. Development process using automatic testing and development
process with whitelist generation.

3. Proposed method
For this study, we propose a method for the automatic
generation of a whitelist using web application testing to
reduce the whitelist generation burden on developers. We
assume a development process by which the operation test
of the web application is managed as test code and by which
the developer prepares the test code according to a change
of the web application. In this development process, the
proposed method collects queries issued during testing and
generates a whitelist from them.

3.1. Development process with the whitelist
The proposed method incorporates a process of whitelist
generation at the testing phase of the development process
using the automatic test. To show the whitelist generation
flow using the proposed method, we describe development
process using automatic test and development process with
whitelist generation using Figure1.
We explain the development process using the automatic
test portrayed in Figure 1. In (1), the developer develops
new functions or modifies the existing functions of a web
application. In (2), the developer writes test cases, which
are operation procedures used when testing web applications
and an expected operation result occurs in the test code. In
(3), the developer executes all tests using the test code and
checks whether the web application operates as specified. If
the tests fail, then the behavior of the developed function
does not operate as specified or the test code is incorrect. In
this case, the developer identifies the cause of the failure of
the tests and modifies the source code of the web application
or the test code. If the tests succeed, then the developers
assume that the developed function operates as specified.
In this case, the source code of the new web application is
placed on the server in (4) and the web application is started
in (5).
We explain the development process with the whitelist of
Figure 1. The process of generating whitelist is incorporated
into the execution phase of the automatic test as shown in

(3)’. The whitelist is generated using queries issued from the
web application during automatic testing. The source code
of the new web application and the whitelist is placed on
the server after successful testing.
Because the queries issued by the web application that
are changed by functions are added or modified, it is
necessary to generate a whitelist correspondingly. In the
development process using the automatic test, the queries
issued during testing change because the test code is prepared according to the change of the web application. The
proposed method maintains the consistency of the whitelist
and the queries issued by the web application using the
queries issued during testing. Illegal queries can be detected
immediately after the web application start-up because the
whitelist is generated entirely at the testing phase. This
characteristic cannot be realized using the method of starting
the generation of the whitelist during running of the web
application. Our proposed method requires no addition of
new development tasks. The effect on the development
process when introducing the proposed method is small.
Let us describe the differences in the burdens of writing
the test code and manually creating the whitelist by developers. The developer writes test cases that assume the behavior
of the web application in the test code. The developer must
understand the behavior of the web application to derive
the test cases. The developer registers the query structures
of the query issued by the web application in the whitelist.
Consequently, the developer must understand the processes
of issuing the queries in detail. Developers must also understand the behavior of ORM when ORM is used for web
application development. Therefore, it is unlikely that the
developer understands details of the process issuing a query
in this case. Writing the test code is likely to demand less
than creating the whitelist manually.

3.2. Detection characteristics
In this section, we describe the detection characteristics
of the whitelist generated using the proposed method. False
positive and false negative are used as indicators of detection. False positive occurs when a query issued by a web
application receiving a user input assumed by a developer
is determined as illegal. False negative occurs when a query
issued by a web application vulnerability attacks cannot
be determined as illegal. The proposed method generates
a whitelist using the query issued during testing. Therefore,
the whitelist detects queries that were not issued during
testing. The detected queries include untested non-illegal
queries and illegal queries. Non-illegal queries that have not
been tested are queries issued by user input while the web
application is running. However, because of a lack of test
cases, they are queries that were not issued at the time of
testing. These queries cause false positives. Illegal queries
are those issued by attacking web application vulnerabilities.
The whitelist might also contain illegal queries issued only
during the testing phase. These queries cause false negatives.
Examples of such queries include queries for registering test

Figure 3. Architecture of the proposed method.

Figure 2. Relationship of queries.
TABLE 2. E XAMPLE OF QUERY THAT IS NOT DETECTED USING THE
PROPOSED METHOD

Legitimate query
Abnormal query
(anomaly)

SELECT * FROM users LIMIT 30
SELECT * FROM users LIMIT 1000

data in a database and queries for deleting test data. Figure
2 shows the relationships of the queries above.
Adding test cases and improving test coverage expand
the area of queries issued during testing in Figure 2. Therefore, false positives are reduced. However, some concern
arises that management will be complicated by increasing
test cases. A method of registering non-illegal queries that
have not been tested in whitelist without adding test cases
must be considered.
The query structure in which literals of the query are
replaced with placeholders is registered in the whitelist.
For example, ”SELECT * FROM users LIMIT 10”
replaces the literal ”10” with the placeholder ”?” and
registers it in the whitelist as ”SELECT * FROM users
LIMIT ?”. The proposed method detects queries with the
query structures that are not in the whitelist. Therefore, the
attacks that inject strings containing SQL statements into
literals and which change the query structure such as SQL
injection attacks [16] can be detected using the proposed
method. However, because the proposed method does not
set thresholds of numerical literals, queries that have illegal
numerical literal cannot be detected. Table 2 presents an
example of queries that are not detected using the proposed
method.
The query presented in Table 2 has the same query
structure, but the numerical literal differs. Addressing this
case requires consideration of a method of detecting an
anomaly of the literal of the query.

3.3. Architecture of the proposed method
In the proposed method, a database proxy that is placed
in front of the database collects queries issued during testing
and detects illegal queries while the web application is running. Whitelist generation flow during testing and detection

during running of the web application are explained using
Figure 3.
First, a test is executed. Queries are issued from the web
application to the database proxy. The database proxy passes
the received query to the database and records the relayed
query during this time. After all tests are completed, the
database proxy replaces the literals of the recorded queries
with the placeholder and registers them in the whitelist. Collecting queries using the database proxy realized whitelist
generation independent of the web application implementation.
We also explain detection during running of the web application using Figure 3. First, the web application receives
input from the user and issues a query. Next, a database
proxy receives a query issued from the web application,
converts the received query into the query structure, and
checks whether it is on the whitelist. If the query is on
the whitelist, then it passes the query to the database and
executes it. If the query is not on the whitelist, then the
developer is notified of the detected query.
Detection of an illegal query has the process to refer
to the whitelist. If the referral process of the whitelist is
slow, then the concern arises that the query stagnates at
the database proxy and that the response time to the user
increases. Therefore, the computational complexity of the
referral process of the whitelist is fundamentally important.
When searching all query structures in the whitelist to
ascertain whether a query is illegal, or not, the computational complexity is O(n) for the number of entries n
in the whitelist. To avoid this, the whitelist is created in
the proposed method, as a hash table for which the query
structure is a key. The computational complexity of the
referral process of the whitelist is O(1) using the hash table.
Consequently, the proposed method can refer to the whitelist
with constant computational complexity irrespective of the
number of entries in the whitelist.

4. Experiment
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
evaluated the detection accuracy of the whitelist created
using the proposed method. We described in section 3.2
that the whitelist generated by the proposed method might
have false positives and false negatives. In this section, we
present the experiment results and the evaluation. The false
positive means that a query issued by a web application
receiving a user input assumed by a developer is determined

TABLE 3. I MPLEMENTED METHODS
HTTP
GET
GET
POST
GET
PATCH
DELETE

URL
articles
articles?title=””
articles
articles/:id
articles/:id
articles/:id

operation
Show all articles
Show articles searched by title
Create articles
Show articles
Update articles
Delete articles

•

•

•

UPDATE ‘articles‘ SET ‘content‘ = ?,
‘updated_at‘ = ? WHERE ‘articles‘.‘id‘ =
?
UPDATE ‘articles‘ SET ‘title‘ = ?,
‘updated_at‘ = ? WHERE ‘articles‘.‘id‘ =
?
UPDATE ‘articles‘ SET ‘title‘ = ?, ‘content‘
= ?, ‘updated_at‘ = ? WHERE ‘articles‘.‘id‘
= ?
Figure 4. Queries detected as false positive.

as illegal. The false negative means that a query issued by
web application vulnerability attacks cannot be determined
as illegal.
We constructed the experimental environment and confirmed false positives and false negatives by experimentation. We used ProxySQL [17] as a database proxy. Actually,
ProxySQL has a function to collect a received query and
convert it into a query structure and save it. We used this
function to generate a whitelist. We created the title and
content column in the article table using MySQL supported
by ProxySQL. We implemented methods for the web application to control the article table using Ruby on Rails.
Then we described the tests for all methods. Table 3 presents
the implemented methods. We implemented SQL injection
vulnerability into the GET method of the operation ”Show
articles searched by title” in Table 3.
A whitelist with 23 entries was generated using the
query structures recorded in ProxySQL after running the
web application tests. We obtained 17 legitimate queries.
The legitimate queries were generated manually from the
browser by sending HTTP requests to the web application
implementing the method shown in Table 3. A false positive
rate is derived by counting queries that are not on the
whitelist in the legitimate queries. We obtained 265 illegal
queries. Illegal queries were generated by sending HTTP
requests that have SQL injection attack using sqlmap [18]
for the method that shows articles searched by title. The
false negative rate is derived by counting queries that are
on the whitelist in the illegal queries. We measured the test
coverage of web application using SimpleCov [19] because
the queries registered in the whitelist change depend on it.
SimpleCov counts the lines of the source code executed
during testing and calculates the test coverage.
As a result of the experiment when test coverage is
68.97%, the false positive rate was 17.65%; the false negative rate was 0%. Results show that the proposed method
causes false positives, but it does not cause any false negative.
Let us describe false positives in the experiment. False
positives occur although the tests are described for all methods of web applications. Queries detected as false positives
were 3, which is 17.65% of the legitimate queries. Figure 4
shows the queries detected as false positive.
The web application implemented by Ruby on Rails does
not issue queries shown in Figure 4 because the article
data before the update on the database were the same
as the article data generated after executing the query of
UPDATE. The method of issuing UPDATE query is included

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

ROLLBACK
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM ‘articles‘
RELEASE SAVEPOINT active_record_1
SAVEPOINT active_record_1
SET FOREIGN_KEY_CHECKS = ?
SELECT ‘articles‘.* FROM ‘articles‘ ORDER BY
‘articles‘.‘id‘ DESC LIMIT ?
DELETE FROM ‘articles‘; INSERT INTO
‘articles‘ (‘id‘, ‘title‘, ‘content‘,
‘created_at‘, ‘updated_at‘) VALUES (?, ?,
?, ?, ?), (?, ?, ?, ?, ?), (?, ?, ?, ?, ?);
SELECT @@FOREIGN_KEY_CHECKS
SELECT @@max_allowed_packet
Figure 5. Illegal queries issued during testing.

in the calculation of test coverage because it is executed
during testing. The difference of behavior by Ruby on Rails
suggests that some queries are not issued during testing
depending on the test case, even if the test coverage is 100%.
Complementing queries that were not issued during testing
because of a lack of test cases is necessary to reduce the
false positives.
Let us describe false negatives in the experiment. No
false negative occurred in the experiment. Nevertheless, the
possibility of false negative exists because the whitelist
includes illegal queries issued only during testing. We investigated the rate of illegal queries contained in the whitelist
and its query structure. The rate of illegal queries contained
in the whitelist was 39.13%. Figure 5 shows only the query
structures issued during testing.
The proposed method cannot detect queries with the
query structure shown in Figure 5. The SQL injection attack
injects arbitrary SQL string into the query issued by the web
application. It changes the execution result of the query. A
query issued by a SQL injection attack is a query issued
by a web application plus specific SQL strings used for the
attack. The possibility that these queries match the query
structures shown in the Figure 5 cannot be denied. However,
the possibility of such a case occurring is regarded as low
because false negatives did not occur in the experiment.

5. Discussion
The proposed method can use an automatic test to generate a whitelist during the development process. The developer can obtain a whitelist in the development process without changing it. The queries issued during testing include
queries issued by changes of the web application because the

test code is prepared according to their changes. Therefore,
the whitelist can be updated as the web application updates.
The proposed method can detect illegal queries immediately
after a web application is running because it creates a
whitelist at the testing phase before the web application is
running. These facts show that the proposed method can
take countermeasures against illegal queries while reducing
the burden on developers by whitelist creation.
The proposed method can create a whitelist independent
of the implementation of the web application because the
database proxy collects queries and creates it. Therefore,
the proposed method is suitable for creating a whitelist for
some web applications with different implementations.
We confirmed from the experiment described in section
4 that the proposed method can detect illegal queries issued
by an SQL injection attack. We confirmed that false positives occurred because the queries issued by methods might
change depending on test cases, even if tests are described
for all methods. Therefore, when the proposed method is
applied to a larger-scale web application, the number of
false positive queries is regarded as increasing because of
the increase of the number of issued queries. To resolve this
difficulty, one must consider a method of supplementing
queries that can not be registered in the whitelist among
the queries issued by the web application. Additionally,
the whitelist includes queries issued only during the test.
Consequently, the proposed method is unable to detect cases
in which queries with the same query structure are issued as
attacks. To prevent this eventuality, it is necessary to remove
queries issued only during the test from the whitelist.

Our future work shall include the following:
•

•

•
•
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